Abstract. This workshop brought together specialists in areas ranging from arithmetic groups to topological quantum field theory, with common interest in arithmetic aspects of discrete groups arising from topology. The meeting showed significant progress in the field and enhanced the many connections between its subbranches.
Introduction by the Organisers
The workshop New Perspectives on the Interplay between Discrete Groups in LowDimensional Topology and Arithmetic Lattices was held June 22 -June 26, 2015. The participants were specialists in areas ranging from arithmetic groups to topological quantum field theory, with common interest in arithmetic aspects of discrete groups arising from topology.
The mornings of the first two days of the meeting were devoted to longer lectures by senior participants aimed at surveying the new developments in their respective areas of research. These lectures were given by Alexander Lubotzky (on arithmetic representations of mapping class groups), Julien Marché (on topological quantum field theory), Eduard Looijenga (on algebraic-geometric aspects of mapping class groups) and Joachim Schwermer (on automorphic structures). All the remaining talks were reports on recent progress on one of the themes of the meeting.
The meeting showed significant progress in the field and enhanced the many connections between its subbranches. The workshop was attended by researchers from around the world, mainly ranging from postdocs to senior scientific leaders in their areas.
Thursday afternoon was reserved to short lectures by very recent graduates. On Monday evening, there was an introductory gathering giving each participant the opportunity of a short presentation of some of the research interests.
The meeting took place in a lively and active atmosphere, and greatly benefited from the ideal environment at Oberwolfach.
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